MATT BOTTRILL PERFORMANCE
COACHING

LAKESMAN
TRIATHLON
TRAINING PLAN
This plan is designed to get you prepared for racing the
epic Lakesman triathlon with either the middle or full plan.
We’d like you to work on the technical aspects in each
discipline still as we know how important that is over the
distances.
Given the individualised pacing and technical focus of the
sessions the plan will work for a wide range of ability
levels. All the content is delivered as one package without
subsequent feedback

TRAINING PEAKS
In order to access the individualised pacing zones and
session descriptions we’d like you to set up a free
training peaks account. The first link below is where to
build a free profile and the second is where to link your
recording devices to the software if available. The
programme will appear on your account with any
additional support information sent through via email or
provided an access code.
- http://www.trainingpeaks.com/athletes.html#athleteedition
- https://www.trainingpeaks.com/account/garminconnect

With your confirmation we will send a link which will allow us
to add the programme to your account once it’s been
created. In order for us to set your pacing zones we would
like the following:
- Best 200m, 400m swim or 1500m time.
- Best 10km run time with average heart rate or
estimated
- Best 20 min power or average heart rate over a 20 min
best effort

Cost of the plan is £180 for
the 12 week programme

ZONES
The zones are best working off paces in the
swim or run and power on the bike although
heart rate is provided on the bike zones. Just be
aware for the shorter efforts it will take time for
the heart rate to adjust to the effort output so
these will be have to rely on your feel of the
effort alternatively.
Despite giving data figures it’s important to
develop your own feel of the efforts you are
putting in as these are equally as important as
the data feedback for pacing.

SWIM TRAINING
The swim drills are designed to make you as
efficient swimmer as possible. All the drills
provided will have detailed descriptions with a
video along with a swim terminology sheet. We
recommend completing at least one swim a
week in the final 6 weeks with your wetsuit on.
It will feel strange being more buoyant in the
water! We would also like you to complete
some open water sessions to get used to
sighting which will be included in the plan.
Being familiar with Open water skills,
improving your efficiency and working on a
range of paces will put you in you in a great
place for tackling the picturesque one lap
swim. The course is a rectangle loop from a
shallow water start.

BIKE TRAINING
The bike course is predominantly flat for the
first 20k towards the coast. You then head
south with an ascent and descent closer to
the coast. It remains undulating after turning
right until you are on the flat coast road. It’s
important to know which direction the wind
is coming from as this will inform you how
much effort you need to be putting in and
how much you need to be thinking about
position.
During a headwind we’d like you stick to 7580% of your FTP whereas on the tailwind
sections we’d like you to stick to 70-75% of
your FTP but really optimise your position
trying to keep your frontal profile as small as
possible. These variations in pace will
optimise the speed for the bike section.
After tackling the flat coast road you
complete two triangular laps back onto the
coast road before heading South which is
undulating and back inland on the route you
came out on too transition.

RUN TRAINING
The run course has a virtually flat 5
mile loop profile so it’s time to settle
into a rhythm and focus in on each
individual lap.
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